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Last month, in my little contribution to this journal of automotive excellence, I quoted the “wisdom” of Yogi Berra,
which I think might be appropriate again here. When he was asked by a reporter about an upcoming season he said
"The future ain't what it used to be."
Or maybe this memorable quote: “My mama always said, ‘Life was like a box of chocolates. You never know what
you’re gonna get.’” – Forrest Gump
And so here we are, dealing with life events that none of us could have foreseen just a few weeks before. With all
that is happening, and with almost everyone in this world affected in one way or another, even our little club has
been directly impacted.
As everyone knows by now, we made the decision to cancel our monthly meeting of TMGC. As far as I can recall in
the 15 or so years that I have been a member of this club, other than one weather-related cancellation, this has
never happened before. Other events have been canceled, such as the Barksdale theater drive, and others may face
the same fate by the time this is published.
But these are fairly trivial issues, and I’m sure that most of us have much more important things to deal with at
present.
Still, I’m sure that most of us look forward to having things return, as much as can be, to the way they were before,
including getting together with our TMGC friends.
And so I hope that this finds all of you, your families and your friends well and safe.
Until then,
Safety Fast,
Robert
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Tech Tips from Robert MacPherson
I found an ad in the Sacred Octagon (NEMGTR), for 'Great
Knobs' from Pennsbury Manor and had a number of brown and
cruddy looking knobs in my cars, so I thought it was worth a
try. I believe the vendor developed it for antique fountain pens,
and it was reasonably expensive with the shipping, probably
close to $20. I neglected to take 'before' photos, but the 'after'
photos show that it's effective. It's pretty easy to use, I cleaned
my knobs (lightly) with 0000 steel wool, painted the product on,
allowed it to dry overnight, then buffed it and filled in the

engraved letter(s) with white paint. They are not as shiny as
brand new, but look pretty good, much better than with no
treatment.
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I just finished installing trunk carpet and a new tire cover in
my MGA. I also re-painted the spare tire hold down clamp and
added stock/original style straps and Jack storage
bag. Probably took about 4 hours.
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